Abstract. This paper describes the process of formalizing an existing, industrial domain specific language (dsl) that is based on the taskresource paradigm. Initially, the semantics of this dsl is defined informally and implicitly through an interpreter. The formalization starts by projecting the existing concrete syntax onto a formal abstract syntax that defines the language operators and process terms. Next, we define the dynamic operational semantics at the level of individual syntactical notions, using structural operational semantics (sos) as a formal metalanguage. Here, the impact of the formalization process on the dsl is considered in terms of disambiguation of underlying (semantic) language design decisions.
Introduction
Modern manufacturing systems coordinate concurrent components to successfully manufacture products. As a result, the governing control software has to support complex execution, coordination and optimize scenarios.
To cope with the complexity of control software, model-driven engineering (mde) techniques have been widely adopted over the last decade. mde treats models as first class entities and aims at reducing development effort and leadtime when compared to more traditional software engineering techniques. Nowadays, models are increasingly created using domain specific languages (dsls). dsls are languages that define the jargon [19] of a particular class of problem domains or set of domain aspects. Executable dsls hide software implementation details by generating executable models or code from concrete domain models.
dsl design starts with the definition of an abstract syntax (grammar) relating domain notions such as verb, noun and adverb. In mde this typically results in a meta-model. For an abstract syntax, a textual or graphical concrete syntax can be defined to create syntactically correct terms such as the sentence 'The cow flies red.'. Clearly, syntax (form) needs semantics (meaning) to obtain a meaningful specification. Static semantics define aspects like wellformedness, typing and structure of concrete models. Dynamic semantics define the model of computation for the (composed) execution behavior of a dsl's syntactical notions. In practice, the semantics of a dsl is often defined implicitly and informally through (i) translations to a (formal) language and/or executable language, or (ii) an engine/interpreter that processes concrete domain models. Having well defined, processable semantics should enable automated reasoning on the execution behavior of concrete models. However, even with explicit and formal semantics, limited or no tool support exists for semantic mappings and automated formal reasoning.
We propose a two-step approach that facilitates both semantic mappings and automated formal reasoning on concrete domain models. First, we define the semantics for the dsl's individual syntactical components in an intermediate formal meta-language. Second, we transform the dsl's formal semantics, along with a syntactic interpretation, to facilitate automated analysis [26] . Since both steps are non-trivial, this paper focuses on the first step and illustrates that it can uncover sub-optimal design decisions and ambiguities. Also, we illustrate how to minimize the impact of formalization while retaining backward compatibility. During formalization both the relational structure of domain notions and their behavioral effect(s) are considered. We use structural operational semantics (sos) [23] to define the effect of language terms from an operational perspective. sos is widely applicable given its mathematical expressiveness, e.g. support for higherorder functions and compositionality. Also, sos has been successfully used to define the formal semantics of a wide variety of languages [2, 13, 27, 28] .
We consider the formalization of an existing, industrial dsl called Task Resource Control System (trecs) [29] . trecs supports the definition of predictive and reactive rules to optimally allocate manufacturing activities (tasks) to mechatronic subsystems (resources) over time while subjected to dynamic constraints. trecs domain models are specified using, among others, a graphical syntax that resembles uml activity diagrams, where tasks correspond to activities. Here, tasks are executed concurrently taking conditions, predecessors and availability of resources into account. Also, tasks are annotated with resource usage including resource state pre-and postconditions (not discussed in this paper). Since its conception, the dsl has matured in an industrial setting where many -non-disclosed -reactive concepts like (dynamic) priorities and exceptions have been added. Although we formalized the entire dsl, this paper discloses only a small subset. To illustrate, we use this entire subset to model an unconventional example: a simple recipe to create the Italian dessert Tiramisu. We refer to [12, 29] for examples on the use of trecs to control wafer scanners.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses related work. In Section 3 we introduce the (concrete syntax of) disclosed domain notions using our running example: making Tiramisu. Also, we project the concrete syntax onto a formal abstract syntax that contains the operators and process variables used to define the formal semantics in sos. Section 4 defines the dynamic semantics, which are validated with domain experts and language engineers. We evaluate our approach and results in Section 5. The paper is concluded in Section 6.
Related Work
The dsl as formalized in this paper, is loosly based on the uml [24] modelling format. As such, the formalization of uml Statechart Models [9, 18] , uml State Machines [20, 22] , uml Sequence Diagrams [1] , and uml Activity Diagrams [5] can be considered as a starting point. Here, design constraints can be captured in the Object Constraint Language (ocl) [7] . As dsls add domain specific notions, the usability of these existing formal definitions can be significantly reduced depending on the complexity and nature of the changes. In our case, the nondisclosed changes are quite extensive and include scheduling, dispatching logic, exception handling and more. When considering trecs as a separate language, rather than one specialized from uml, we find many frameworks and methods that transform dsls and/or their concrete models in such a way that formal syntax and semantics are assigned [21] .
The framework of [11] restricts modeling languages in a way that only descriptions of possible domain configurations are mappable. First, domain (ontological) semantics are assigned to language constructs. Second, the ontological assumptions are identified by administering the elements of the domain and their relationships. Third, the ontological assumptions are transferred and become the rules that restrict the use of the language constructs and limit the statements to the specific domain. Finally, they construct the meta-model from these rules.
A similar approach is taken by [17] where the meta-model is formalized bottom-up. They start from a simple core that defines the syntax for a class of dsls. Next, a relating class, i.e. transformation, is defined to relate syntactic elements of one domain with elements of another. Then, a special element is introduced that can generate all the domains for a particular class, i.e. the metamodel. Finally, formal Horn logic [14] is added to preserve and formulate various properties over different domains using the FORMULA [16] theorem prover. In the work of [11, 17] , a meta-model is created that describes the constructs that specify the commonalities and/or differences between dsls. Meta-models are expressed using ocl and class diagrams that define relationships [6] . Our route is similar since we take basic notions and create a syntactical meta-model for them. Rather than constraining class diagrams, we provide an actual model of computation through sos. This allows us to specify the behavior mathematically for each syntax element in isolation and provide a compositional language.
The work of [8] shows a pragmatic and instrumented approach towards providing operational semantics for dsls. First, they sketch assigning semantics in an axiomatic, operational, or denotational (translational) manner, based on the dsl's taxonomy. Based on the selected adequate target language, a mapping is provided that preserves the semantic relation. The proof for preservation is also considered. Our approach is similar but we use operational semantics instead. Operational semantics are preferred when considering the semantics of complex, composed language terms. In [31] operational semantics in mde are explored for a small academic language.
Since we demonstrate feasibility of the operational approach for a large, industrial language, other aspects (like backward compatibility) need to be considered. Our work supersedes this scope as it fits and complements both approaches.
Finally, in [10, 25] different approaches are taken to assign dynamic semantics of dsls in the context of mde. Here, dynamics are assigned through Abstract State Machines (asms) [4] , with extensions to Prolog [30] and Scheme [15] . As the underlying semantics of asms can be formally defined in sos [27] , we demonstrate that any intermediate semantic definitions can be omitted.
Formalizing domain notions
To illustrate and discuss all disclosed features of trecs, we consider a concrete model to create a simple Tiramisu. This is explained in detail in Section 3.1. In Section 3.2 we project our example's concrete syntax onto a formal abstract syntax. We validate our formal syntax in Section 3.3.
Running example
To create Tiramisu, we require ingredients, kitchen utensils and appliances, a recipe and a way of working as specified in Fig. 1 . In the dsl, ingredients, kitchen utensils and appliances are called "resources". The recipe and its sub-recipes are called "subplans" and the individual activities in a subplan are called "tasks". A. Make Tiramisu
. add mascarpone -using a wooden spoon, beat 225 gram mascarpone cheese in a bowl until it is soft and smooth. Then gently whisk the mascarpone into the result from B.6 until the custard mixture is smooth. 3. mix coffee syrup -in a large shallow bowl combine 360 ml espresso, 75 grams sugar and 60 ml dark rum. 4. line loaf pan -before making layers, take a loaf pan and line it with plastic wrap and making sure that the plastic wrap extends outside the loaf pan to allow wrapping. 5. Make Layers -see C 6. cool down cake -once all layers are made, cover the Tiramisu with plastic wrap and place it in a refrigerator and have it cool for at least 6 hours. 7. present and serve -once the cake is cooled, remove the plastic wrap from the top and gently invert the Tiramisu from the loaf pan to a serving plate. Remove remaining plastic wrap and serve the dessert.
-continued on next page - The dsl's activity diagram-like concrete syntax is illustrated using Fig. 2 . Fig. 2d shows resource definition through a hash-like table. An initialization is required to execute a concrete model. We assume we Make Tiramisu only once, using exactly those resources required. This results in an initialization of ingredients, kitchen utensils and appliances as illustrated in Fig. 2e .
Concrete syntax projection
We start by identifying and projecting the most elementary notions in terms of behavior to obtain a compositional formal syntax. If we cannot capture the intended behavior by any of the already introduced notions, we either add new or refine existing notions. Note that we choose a process algebra-like notation like in [2] and reuse process algebraic operators where possible (see Section 4).
Task. A task is the smallest identifiable behavior in the system under control. In Fig. 2a , add mascarpone and mix coffee syrup are tasks. The concrete syntax of a task is a rounded rectangle (node) with a name label. Decision 1. The execution of a labeled task is atomic and observable.
⊓ ⊔ Decision 2. In some cases we do not want observable behavior. This is shown in Fig. 2c by a task labeled with the reserved word skip. This is represented by a process term τ . For now, T denotes the finite set of all tasks including τ . ⊓ ⊔
Precedence relation. A finish-start precedence (fs) relation can be used to start behavior if and only if the preceding behavior has terminated successfully. This is shown in Fig. 2a as a labelless, directed edge between cool down cake and present and serve. A start-start precedence (ss) relation can be used to start behavior if and only if preceding behavior has started its execution. This is shown in Fig. 2b as a directed edge with label ss between boil sweet milk and egg yolk mixture. In practice, such a relation could be used to the capture queued execution of activities on mechatronic subsystems.
Decision 3.
For each type of relation we introduce a dedicated operator. Let p and q be process terms. Then a finish-start relation in the abstract syntax is expressed by p ⋅ q
The start-start relation in abstract syntax is expressed by
Supersedes Decision 1 where tasks are considered atomic. Atomicity implies that if p would be a single task t, we could not distinguish the behavior of the ⌊⌊⌊ operator from that of the ⋅ operator. To make this observable, we introduce an explicit start and finish action for all labeled tasks except τ . Let T α be a finite set of elements called starting tasks, i.e. the alphabet of starting tasks. Let T ω be a finite set of elements called finishing tasks, i.e. the alphabet of finishing tasks. We refine a labeled task such that t α ∈ T α and t ω ∈ T ω denote the start respectively the finish of task t. For now, we assume that for every action t α performed, t ω will always follow eventually (see Section 4.2, Decision 18). From this point forward, we refer to this as performing a (labeled) task t and will denote the associated behavior by a single t α . We denote
Choice. The execution of behavior can be conditionally based on some decision, as shown in Fig. 2c where decision 8 fingers? tests if we have sufficient ladyfingers. The concrete syntax of a choice consists of a split diamond that is closed by a merge diamond. The alternative conditional behavior (branches) is specified in-between making every branch in the choice syntactically finite. Splits have a finite number of outcomes making the number of branches n also finite. Here, each outcome corresponds to one edge that is annotated with a squared bracketed outcome label. Note that for the split diamond, the incoming edges have relevance in terms of precedence relations, for the merge diamond this holds for the outgoing edges.
Decision 5. We map a branch i to its corresponding process term p i , and define an operator across all branches. Now, assuming a decision function d that maps each evaluation outcome to exactly one branch process term, we obtain
The choice operator acts on the state of the system. This means we require a mechanism to store the actual state. Let Λ denote the set of all values and let V denote the set of all variables. Then Σ = V → Λ denotes the set of all variable valuations. A variable valuation is a total function that captures the values of the variables. Now, σ ∈ Σ denotes a variable valuation where σ is the state vector that stores the variable valuation observed by the system's behavior. Now, the evaluated decision function will be of the form d ∶ Σ → N where each valuation will correspond to exactly one branch process term. ⊓ ⊔ Concurrent execution. We would like tasks to execute concurrently where possible to e.g. maximize the output of the system under control. Execution can be forked and merged using multiple ingoing/outgoing precedence relations, possibly of different types. Decision 7. We duplicate task labels to force synchronization. Let p and q be process terms. For duplicate task labels in p and q we force synchronization while for other labels we allow full interleaving by writing p q
Here, only terms that occur on both sides of the operator are performed simultaneously. Terms that are on either one side of the operator can be executed concurrently as long as their precedence relations are respected. The use of this operator and the formal syntax in general are clarified using Fig. 3 . ⊓ ⊔ Decision 8. Extends Decision 4 where task start and finish actions were implicitly considered to be unique. Since task labels are now duplicated, they cannot be distinguished anymore when they are mapped from the concrete to the abstract syntax. We refine the definition of labeled task t by extending its process terms with an unique identifier i ∈ N such that t α becomes t i α and t ω becomes t i ω . As diagrams are syntactically finite, the set of unique labels that needs to be assigned is also finite.
⊓ ⊔
Composition. Tasks can be placed in a named group called a subplan to enable reuse and nesting. A subplan is represented by a square labeled box that contains behavior in te form of labeled tasks. In Fig. 2 , Make Tirasmisu, Make Cream Topping and Make Layers are subplans. Subplans can reference subplans (including itself). A reference is represented by a smaller square labeled box that does not contain any modeled behavior.
Decision 9.
We introduce process equations to facilitate composition. Let S denote the set of subplan labels, disjoint from the set of task labels, i.e. S ∩T = ∅. Furthermore, we require that the process equations are orthogonal, that is, every left-hand variable in the process equation may only be defined once. Now, let A ∈ S describe the behavior for process term p by the equation
Decision 10. Extends Decision 8 as process equations may result in behavior inside of a subplan to become potentially indistinguishable. As an example, consider a single task label that is used and instantiated in two different subplans. We assume P ∶ List(S) to be a list of subplan labels at which actions t i α and t i ω are execute such that during execution we observe t i,P α and t i,P ω . Note that considering the left-hand side of the equation as the parent node and the element on the right as its child, we can infer a tree-like structure. Here, it must hold that p does not contain identical subplan labels to obtain unique paths. Also, subplan references must be uniquely distinguishable.
⊓ ⊔ Decision 11. To mark the initial process we introduce a special keyword init that marks the initial process term p. We assume that every specification has exactly one initialization, which is expressed by init p
⊓ ⊔
Resource. A task consumes a set of resource labels when it starts its execution and produces a set of resource labels when it finishes. Both sets can be empty. All tasks with the same label are of the same (proto)type: they produce and consume the exact same amount of each resource label. In the dsl, these definitions are stored separately as shown for task add mascarpone in Table 2d . Note that some resource labels (such as wooden spoon) are used by consuming them at the beginning of a task and returning them at the end.
Decision 12. We assume that a task claims all required resource during its entire execution. So, early resource release is not considered. Let R denote the finite set of resource labels. Now, R Q ∶ T α → (R → N) denotes the (possibly empty) set of resources required to start execution of a task. Similarly, R P ∶ T ω → (R → N) denotes the (possibly empty) set of resources that is produced when the execution of a task finishes. The amount of resources that are available is denoted by R A ∶ R → N. The resource usage is encoded in the state vector resulting in R A as a reserved variable in σ, whereas R Q and R P are globally given. ⊓ ⊔
Formal syntax validation
At this point, domain experts and language engineers are involved to mature the formal abstract syntax. That is, we validate the expected behavior of composed operators based on the informal execution semantics as presented in Section 3.
For illustrative purposes we reconsider the subplans from Fig. 2 and write them in the formal abstract syntax as shown in Fig. 3 . Using our running example we can illustrate two out of five detected ambiguities. The remaining ambiguities concern non-disclosed parts of the language.
To illustrate the first ambiguity, we reconsider Fig. 2b and replace the sequential composition of reduce mixture (B.4) and enrich mixture (B.5) by a preemptive sequential composition. We keep the sequential composition with Cool down topping (B.6) such that we get B.4 ⌊⌊⌊ B.5 ⋅ B.6. The result is shown in Fig. 4a . Next, we define E ≡ B.4⌊⌊⌊B.5 as illustrated by Fig. 4b . Based on syntactic replacement, domain experts expect from both Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b that B.6 α can occur before B.4 ω . However, the dsl's legacy implementation performs a mathematical substitution such that brackets are placed around E, which changes the dynamic behavior to where E now needs to successfully terminate before B.6 α can occur.
Decision 13. Changing the execution semantics of existing operators can adversely affect behaviors from validated and implemented concrete legacy models. So, to preserve backward compatibility for concrete models written in the informal dsl, a new "all finish-start" precedence relation is added. We use a directed edge annotated with an fsˆlabel. This precedence relation can only be used in conjunction with subplan references. Let p be a reference and q be any process term then the all finish-start behavior is obtained by To illustrate the second ambiguity, we reconsider the same fragment as before but assume B.4 ⋅ B.5 ⌊⌊⌊ B.6 instead as shown in Fig. 4c . Here, domain experts expected B.6 α can occur as soon as B.5 α occurs and B.4 ω to occur before B.5 α . Next, we define E ≡ B.4 ⋅ B.5 and write E ⌊⌊⌊ B.6 as shown in Fig. 4d . Considering syntactic replacement, we expect that B.6 α can occur no earlier than after performing B.5 α . Domain engineers, however, expect that B.6 α may occur after performing B.4 α . The intuition behind, is that we consider a composite term 'in progress' as soon as some start action is observed and not when all start actions have been observed. Decision 14. To preserve backward compatibility for concrete models written in the informal dsl, a new "any start-start" precedence relation is added. We use a directed edge annotated with an ss$ label. This precedence relation can only be used in conjunction with subplan references. Let p be a reference and q be any process term then the any start-start behavior is obtained by p ⌊⌊ q ⊓ ⊔ In all, for each concrete instance of the legacy precedence relations in conjunction with a subplan reference, domain experts will have to decide to use the new or the the old operator. The resulting, validated formal syntax and taxonomy for trecs are given in Table 1 . Here, p semantics is a placeholder term (see Section 4.3). The descending order of operators is defined as " ⋅ ", {" ⌊⌊ ", " ", " ⌊⌊⌊ "}, " ⋁ d " Of these operators " ", " ⌊⌊⌊ ", and " ⋅ " associate to the right. Priorities can be overruled by using parentheses "(" and ")". finite set of task finishes T finite set of tasks, where Tα ∪ Tω ∪ {τ } and τ ∈ Tα ∪ Tω R A ∶ R → N reserved variable in σ denoting available resources R Q ∶ Tα → (R → N) reserved constant in σ denoting the required resources to start execution of a task R P ∶ Tω → (R → N) reserved constant in σ denoting the produced resources at the finish of a task S finite set of process equations where S ∩ T = ∅ I initial subplan label where I ∈ S 
Formalizing dynamic semantics
We use sos to assign dynamic operational semantics to dsl process terms (abstract notions). sos associates a labeled transition system to terms, where action transitions describe the discrete behavior. First, we explain sos and its semantic notions. Then we assign semantics for the trecs' individual process terms.
Semantic preliminaries
Process. A process is a tuple ⟨p, σ⟩, where p denotes a process term for an element of an activity diagram, and σ ∈ Σ denotes a variable valuation.
Transition. A transition between process terms describes a state change, thereby observing a possible action that is represented by a label.
Decision 15. We limit ourselves to observing the executed task and its associated resources, we choose to reveal at most this information on each transition. As such, a label consists of two elements: (i) the label of the executed task and (ii) the associated set of resources. A transition dictates either continuative behavior or successful termination. ⊓ ⊔ Continuative action transitions : → ⊆ (P×Σ)×(X ×(R → N))×(P×Σ), where X is (i) T when an internal action is performed, or (ii) T ×N×L(S) when the start of a task is performed. The intuition of an action transition ⟨p, σ⟩ t,R → ⟨p ′ , σ ′ ⟩ is that process ⟨p, σ⟩ performs the discrete action (t, R), thereby transforming into process ⟨p ′ , σ ′ ⟩. σ ′ denotes the corresponding valuation of process p ′ after performing transition t, associating resources R.
Terminating action transitions :
→ (✓, ) ⊆ (P ×Σ)×(X ×(R → N))×(P ×Σ), where X is the same as for continuative action transitions. The intuition of a termination transition ⟨p, σ⟩ t,R → ⟨✓, σ ′ ⟩ is that process ⟨p, σ⟩ transforms into ⟨✓, σ ′ ⟩, by performing the discrete action (t, R). ✓ denotes successful process termination.
Transition System Specification. A transition system specification [3] denotes a set of deduction rules. A deduction rule has the form H C where H is a set of transition formulae (premises) and C is a transition formula (conclusion). To derive the conclusion, and perform an action, all premises need to be satisfied.
Abstract syntax projection
Skip. The τ is defined as Table 2 (skip). A τ action is an internal action that cannot be observed nor claim resources.
Decision 16. τ cannot change the state vector σ is not updated. The no resource claim ∀ r∈R {R(r) = 0}, using an auxiliary function R that maps all resource labels to zero, is represented by ∅.
⊓ ⊔ Start of a task. The start of a task is defined as Table 2 (start-task). t i,P α is the action that starts task t. To perform t i,P α , the required resources R Q (t α ) must be available.
Decision 17. The resource availability is expressed by premise (σ(R A ) ≥ R Q (t α )). As all functions are total, we assume point-wise evaluation. If t i,P α is performed, we observe t i,P α ∈ T α where i is the unique identifier and P is the subplan hierarchy, thereby claiming resources R Q (t α ).
⊓ ⊔ Decision 18. To ensure that t i,P ω follows after t i,P α , we rewrite the term to a term that performs the finish of task t. The number of claimed resources is subtracted from the available resources, reflected by
⊓ ⊔
Finish of a task. The finish of a task is defined asTable 2 (finish-task). t i,P ω is the action that finishes task t.
Decision 19. Any release of claimed (produced) resources are added to the set of available resources, reflected by σ[R A → σ(R A )+R P (t ω )]. The set of premises is empty, so the finish of a task is performed unconditionally. We observe t i,P ω and R P (t ω ) on the transition and rewrite t i,P ω to ✓ to terminate. ⊓ ⊔ Sequential composition. Table 2 (FS) defines the sequential composition.
Decision 20. We follow the standard semantics given in literature, e.g. [13] . Here, p ⋅ q behaves as q, if p successfully terminates after performing action (β, ρ), i.e. the upper case of Table 2 (FS). If p, by performing action (β, ρ) becomes p ′ , then the process p ⋅ q behaves as p ′ ⋅ q, i.e. the lower case of Table 2 (SS1) defines the behavior when term p performs a transition. Whenever p successfully terminates, the them continues as q. If p continues as p ′ , the term continues as p ′ ⌊⌊⌊ q. Informally, rule (SS2) expresses that q can perform an action, iff p can terminate but does not perform the action yet. p ⌊⌊⌊ q states that q performs action (β ′ , ρ ′ ) such that p stays allowed to successfully terminate by performing action (β, ρ). To ensure continuation of p after the action taken by q in (SS2), the premise ⟨p,
Left merge composition. Table 2 (SS$) defines the left merge composition. The process on the left of the operator has to perform an action first, after which the remaining processes behave concurrently. Note that the concurrency used here is less restrictive than the operator.
Decision 22. The upper case of (SS$) expresses that if p successfully terminates in p⌊⌊q the process behaves as q (no remainder of p can interleave). If p continues as p ′ , the lower case of (SS$) expresses that the remaining process behaves as p ′ ⌋ ∅⌊ q. To allow reuse, we introduce p ′ ⌋ ∅⌊ q, which takes the tasks that need to synchronize as a parameter. As no tasks need to synchronize the parameter is set to ∅. This auxiliary operator is explained in detail in Section 4.3.
⊓ ⊔ Conditional choice. The conditional choice selects a process term according to the outcome of an evaluation function as defined in Table 2 (C).
Decision 23. Let d ∶ Σ → N be this surjective function that, provided a state vector σ, will return a value within the domain of the enumeration (which is a subset of N). The outcome of d(σ) is forced to be in range by the function. ⊓ ⊔ Synchronized parallel composition. The semantics for synchronized parallel composition is given in Table 2 (spc). If behavior occurs on both sides of the operator and it is enabled, then execution is synchronized. If behavior occurs on only one side, it must execute without synchronization.
Decision 24. As terms are rewritten on both sides of the operator, the set of synchronizing actions needs to be calculated prior to executing any action. The set needs to be preserved until the synchronized parallel composition successfully terminates. For this we use an auxiliary concurrency operator, that is the same operator as the preemptive sequential operator, though instantiated differently. The concurrent execution operator initiates the auxiliary concurrency operator p ⌋C ⌊q, where it computes C ⊆ T × N × List(S), being the set of synchronizing actions that occur in both p and q. ⊓ ⊔ Decision 25. To compute C in we introduce function sync that computes the intersection of transition labels both occurring p and q by sync(p) ∩ sync(q). We interpret a transition label β ≡ t i,P x as a triple (t x , i, P ) ∈ T × N × List(S). The sync function is defined as
where A = p ∈ S and p ′ is obtained by substituting all labels P by P ⊲ A in p ⊓ ⊔ Process definition. Table 2 (pe) states the deduction rule. For each task in a process, we generate an unique identifier by taking the list of identifier equations (the scope in which an action is executed) and combine it with the task's identifier. The generation of such an identifier is done at the semantic level by substituting the hierarchical levels in tasks.
Decision 26. We substitute by taking the current hierarchical level P and append the identifier's equation P ⊲ A, and perform it on the action as well as the remaining process term. As an example, if we evaluate term D = a i at hierarchy at level c, which claims no resources, and observe transition a i, [c⊲D] , ∅. ⊓ ⊔
Auxiliary operational semantics
Concurrent execution. Concurrent execution p ⌋C ⌊q only synchronizes behavior, if an action β occurs in C and both p and q have the action enabled. Otherwise, if β does not occur in C, enabled actions from both p and q are performed without synchronization. Consider action β ∈ C and p or q having action β enabled. Table 4 (spe1) states that if p and q can perform an action β, and both end up in a terminating state, then p⌋ C ⌊ q ends up in a terminating state after executing β. 
In all cases C is constant.
Decision 27. Rules (spe2) and (spe3) dictate encapsulation ( ⌊ ), which is undefined within the current semantics. Therefore we again require an auxiliary operator and semantic rules. Encapsulation operator. The encapsulation operator C ⌊ p, prohibits the execution of all actions that occur in C. The semantics is provided in Table 4 (encap), where the successfully termination of C ⌊ p is denoted in the upper case, and the continuation of C ⌊ p as C ⌊ p ′ in the lower case. In all, we extend our formal abstract syntax as shown in Table 4 .
process term operator name variable description psemantics ∶∶= p ⌋ C ⌊ p concurrent execution C set of actions C ⌊ p encapsulation operator C set of actions 
Formal semantic validation
To validate dsl's formal semantics, we have proposed a framework [26] that transforms sos deduction rules, along with the syntactic interpretation, into a specification suitable for formal behavioral analysis. Using an implementation of this framework in the mCRL2 tool-set [13] , we can automatically generate state spaces for trecs models. The generated state spaces can be visualized and used to validate the possible execution behavior for Figure 4a and Figure 4b . The concrete state spaces as generated by the tool-set are visualized using Figure 5a and Figure 5b . The total state space for our Tiramisu example can be generated and visualized in a similar fashion. 
Evaluation
This paper illustrates a structured approach to the formalization of (dynamic) semantics for an industrial dsl using sos. We started from an existing dsl with informal and implicit semantics. First, we have identified the concrete notions used in the concrete models. This results in a structuring of the concrete syntax. Furthermore, it facilitates the generalization of concrete syntax elements and syntax variation points. These observations enable multiple concrete syntax projections in the near future.
Once identified, concrete notions are then projected onto abstract notions where the concrete syntax is mimicked as closely as possible. By starting with the most elementary notions first, we try to reuse abstract notations where possible. If reuse is not possible we try to refine existing abstract notions. We introduce new abstract notions when refinement is not possible. This approach helps to create a compositional language. However, it also results in (many) orthogonal annotations, such as the start for a task, process scopes, and task identifiers. These annotations are required to obtain observable and uniquely distinguishable actions for the formal semantics.
Currently, the defined formal abstract syntax for trecs contains well over thirty abstract notions. Next, we involved engineers to further mature this formal abstract syntax. While maturing, we identified a number of notions where the engineer's intended behavior differed from that implemented in the interpreter.
Including the non-disclosed parts of the dsl, we have identified five semantic gaps, two of which are discussed and addressed in this paper. Most gaps were introduced when formalizing the operators to represent subplans. To close the cognitive gap between intended and implemented semantics, we needed to introduce additional complementary operators.
Next, we defined the formal dynamic semantics for trecs. That is, for each abstract notion we created one or more sos deduction rules. Because sos is a compositional formalism, it facilitates an incremental approach where the behavior of simple notions can be composed into more complex, compound behavior. As such, we expected that the semantics could be defined by more simple notations. Instead, as the semantics are subjected to numerous design decisions, we had to introduce auxiliary operators to exactly capture the semantics.
In the formal semantics, "available resources" (R A ) could replace the state vector (σ), since all evaluations of the example are preformed on R A . We decided to explicitly define σ since the full dsl contains other constructs that also manipulate σ and influence the decision taking process. Moreover, we choose to define resource claims using total mappings (visible on the transition label) meaning that any and all resource labels need to be known in advance. Finally, we want to stress that trecs allows to fork and join concurrency in an almost arbitrary manner. In turn, this implied (lots of) refinement of notions to obtain unique task labels and ensure correct synchronization.
Once defined, our new operators have been implemented manually in the dsl's interpreter. For each use of a legacy operator, domain experts have to decide to either retain the legacy operator or to switch to the new operator based on the disambiguated semantics. This approach provides backward compatibility with the (execution behavior) of the informal language. Note that the use of complementary operators reduced the regression and qualification impact significantly while phasing out ambiguous behavior.
Conclusions and future work
A dsl's syntax is typically defined through some (parsing) grammar or metamodel. In practice, the execution semantics and a dsl's model of computation are mostly implemented implicitly in translations and/or an execution engine or interpreter. We observed that the execution behavior of concrete domain models may exhibit unexpected, critical dependencies on this implicit semantics. Formalizing the syntax and defining the semantics for a dsl is a challenging task, particularly when considering the operational impact of changing the existing execution semantics. This paper demonstrates the successful formalization of an industrial size dsl. We have defined the dsl's operational semantics though sos, which is fully compositional. From thereon, we can aggregate and compose terms and study the behavior of these composed terms in isolation. The result is a language definition where the dsl's abstract and concrete syntax are formally related to its static and dynamic semantics. As our approach results in orthogonal concepts, it provides handles to analyze different aspects (e.g. throughput and safety) that are closely related to the execution behavior.
Using our bottom-up approach, we obtain a well-defined behavioral scope, which worked particularly well when validating the formal semantics with domain experts and language engineers. However, this validation can also uncover cognitive gaps between the engineer's intended semantics and the dsl's implemented semantics. To bridge these gaps, we propose to add complementary operators to disambiguate. The use of separate operators limits the regression and qualification impact in an operational context. Also, it facilitates the migration of legacy concrete models to the new formalized dsl. To facilitate automated analysis of models created in our formalized dsl, we have developed a generic mathematical framework [26] that also accepts the work presented in this paper directly as input.
The work conducted in this paper was part of the KWR 09124 project LithoSysSL at ASML. Currently, we are extending our work with formal semantics for non-disclosed reactive concepts and run-time optimization rules. Also, the possibility to define sos on meta-models in mde environments is investigated.
